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Jean de La Valette Medal

2012

Type
Denomination
Diameter
Gross Weight
Finesse
Designer
Mint
Mintage

Similor
n/a
37.25mm
21.8g
n/a
Luc Luycx
Royal Belgian Mint
10,000

Jean Parisot de La Valette was born in 1494 and joined the Order of St
John of Jerusalem when he was 20. He joined the Order as a Knight of the
"Langue" of Provence and was proclaimed Grand Master on 21 August
1557. On 18 May 1565, 138 galleys under the command of Piali' Pasha,
and carrying a landing force of 40,000 men commanded by Mustapha
Pasha, appeared off the coasts of Malta. This was the beginning of the
Great Siege of 1565. Almost four months later, on 8 September, the
defeated Turkish armada left these shores. The heroic Grand Master died
on 21 August 1568. He was buried in the church of Our Lady of Victories
where the foundation stone of Valletta, Malta's capital city, had been laid in
1566 by La Valette himself.
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50th Anniversary Independence of Malta
(Silver Coin & Stamp Set)

2014

The Central Bank of Malta and MaltaPost launched a joint
product consisting of a numismatic silver coin and a silver stamp,
commemorating the 50th anniversary of Malta's Independence.
This product also marked the start of a working relationship
between the two institutions in the marketing and sales of the
Bank's numismatic and commemorative coin products.
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450th Anniversary of the
Great Siege of Malta

2015

Type
Denomination
Diameter
Gross Weight
Finesse
Designer
Mint
Mintage

Silver Proof
€10
38.61mm
28.28g
0.925
Noel Galea Bason
Royal Dutch Mint
5,000

In 2015, the Central Bank of Malta and Heritage Malta launched a joint numismatic product
commemorating the 450th Anniversary of the Great Siege of Malta of 1565. This joint product consists
of a silver coin issued by the Central Bank of Malta and a silver foil issued by Heritage Malta.
The coin depicts Antonio Sciortino's 1927 bronze monument to the fallen of the Great Siege of 1565.
The silver foil depicts Grand Master Jean de La Valette as painted by Matteo Perez d'Aleccio.
The Great Siege of Malta is an epic historic milestone. The heroic resistance put up by the Knights
and the Maltese under the leadership of Grand Master Jean de La Valette earned the admiration of
Europe.
This joint product comes packed in an attractive presentation case and is limited to 1,565 sets,
reflecting the year of the Great Siege.
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100th Anniversary of the birth of
Dom Mintoff

2016

Type
Denomination
Diameter
Gross Weight
Finesse
Designer
Mint
Mintage
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Silver Proof
€10
38.61mm
28.28g
0.925
Noel Galea Bason
Royal Dutch Mint
2,000

In 2016, the Central Bank of Malta and MaltaPost launched a joint numismatic
product to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the birth of former Prime
Minister of Malta, Dom Mintoff, consisting of a silver coin and a silver foil stamp
replica.
The coin, struck at the Royal Dutch Mint, shows the emblem of Malta and the
year of issue 2016 on the obverse and Dom Mintoff's portrait on the reverse. The
silver foil replica stamp was also produced for MaltaPost by the Royal Dutch
Mint and depicts the €3.00 postage stamp featuring a portrait of Dom Mintoff.
This joint product is available in a presentation case and is limited to 500 sets.

Malta’s Presidency of the European
Council of the European Union

2017

Type
Denomination
Diameter
Gross Weight
Finesse
Designer
Mint
Mintage

Silver Proof
€10
38.61mm
28.28g
0.925
Noel Galea Bason
Royal Dutch Mint
2,500

In 2017, the Central Bank of Malta and MaltaPost issued a joint numismatic product to
commemorate Malta's first Presidency of the Council of the European Union. The
product will consist of a silver coin and a silver foil stamp replica.
The coin, struck at the Royal Dutch Mint, shows the emblem of Malta and the year of
issue 2017 on the obverse and the official logo adopted for the Maltese Presidency of
the Council for the European Union on the reverse. The silver replica stamp was also
produced for MaltaPost by the Royal Dutch Mint and depicts the €3.59 postage stamp
from the Maltese Presidency of the Council of the European Union postage stamp
issue.
This joint product is available in a presentation case and is limited to 500 sets.
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The Santa Marija Convoy and the
George Cross Award
In 2017, the Central Bank of Malta and MaltaPost issued a joint numismatic
product to mark the 75th anniversary of the award of the George Cross to Malta,
in April 1942, and the arrival of the providential convoy codenamed 'Pedestal' in
August 1942. The product consists of a silver coin and a silver foil stamp replica.
A ruthless bombing campaign by the Axis forces reached its peak during the
months of March and April 1942. During the latter month alone, 7,000 tons of
bombs were dropped on Malta. The island's heroic defence against
insurmountable odds prompted King George VI to award the George Cross to
Malta "to honour her brave people".

2017

Type
Denomination
Diameter
Gross Weight
Finesse
Designer
Mint
Mintage

Silver Proof
€10
38.61mm
28.28g
0.925
Noel Galea Bason
Royal Dutch Mint
2,000

Malta was almost completely isolated at the time and heroic and extremely
costly efforts to resupply Malta were unsuccessful. In July 1942, it was decided
to run a heavily escorted convoy from Gibraltar. The convoy, codenamed
Pedestal, consisted of 13 merchant ships and the tanker Ohio, escorted by 44
warships including two battleships and three aircraft carriers. Only four
merchant ships managed to arrive in Malta and on 15 August 1942, the feast
day of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, the heavily damaged Ohio, towed
by two destroyers, limped into the Grand Harbour. Although it did not guarantee
long-term salvation, Operation Pedestal, known locally as the 'Santa Marija'
convoy, brought enough supplies to maintain Malta's defences and stave off
surrender.
The coin, struck at the Royal Dutch Mint, shows the emblem of Malta and the
year of issue 2017 on the obverse. On the reverse the coin depicts the tanker
'Ohio' with a Royal Navy destroyer in the background. This pays tribute to the
heroic sacrifice made by the Royal Navy and the Merchant Navy to keep Malta
supplied during the Second World War. The coin also depicts the George Cross
— a tangible symbol which honours and perpetuates the bravery of the Maltese
at the height of the Island's wartime ordeal.
The silver replica stamp was also produced for MaltaPost by the Royal Dutch
Mint and depicts the €3.00 postage stamp from the 75th Anniversary 'Operation
Pedestal' stamp issue.
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This joint product is available in a presentation case and is limited to 500 sets.

MaritimeAviation
Aviation Medal
Maritime
Medal

2017

Type
Denomination
Diameter
Gross Weight
Finesse
Designer
Mint
Mintage
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Brilliant Uncirculated (BU)
n/a
41mm
31g
n/a
Noel Galea Bason
Royal Dutch Mint
800

In 2017, the Central Bank of Malta issued a commemorative medal marking more than 100 years
of maritime aviation in Malta. This coincided
Gold with the Como to Malta Seaplanes Rally, which was
held between 6 and 7 Type
October 2017.
This seaplanes rally, now in its second
19edition, is organised by the Malta Seaplanes Association
in collaboration with the Aero Club Como in northern Italy. This rally is reminiscent of the
long-distance flying challenges undertaken in the heyday of seaplane flying in the first half of the
20th century.
SMOM, Rome
On 13 February 1915, Captain Cecil Kilner made the first recorded flight from Malta on a Short
Admiralty Type 135 seaplane which was carried by HMS Ark Royal then berthed in the Grand
Harbour. This event is depicted on the medal's obverse as a celebration of Malta's historic ties
with maritime aviation. The medal’s reverse carries the coat of arms of the Central Bank of Malta
together with the date of issue 2017.

Valletta European Capital of Culture 2018

2018

Type
Denomination
Diameter
Gross Weight
Finesse
Designer
Mint
Mintage

Silver Proof
€10
38.61mm
28.28g
0.925
Noel Galea Bason
Royal Dutch Mint
2,000

In 2018, the Central Bank of Malta and MaltaPost issued a joint numismatic product consisting of a
silver coin and a silver foil stamp replica to mark Valletta European Capital of Culture 2018.
The coin, struck at the Royal Dutch Mint, shows the emblem of Malta and the year of issue 2018 on the
obverse. On the reverse the coin carries a personification of Valletta, a fortress city, represented as a
woman wearing armour. The silver replica stamp was also produced for MaltaPost by the Royal Dutch
Mint and depicts the €0.26 postage stamp from the 'Valletta 2018 European Capital of Culture' stamp
issue.
The European Capital of Culture programme is a European Union initiative that seeks to highlight the
richness and diversity of European cultures and promote a sense of common identity between
European citizens. As well as prestige, this title is an excellent opportunity for regenerating cities, raising
their international profile while, through culture, enhancing them for their own inhabitants and fostering
tourism. A European Capital of Culture holds the title for one year. Valletta, the capital city of Malta,
shared the 2018 title with Leeuwarden-Friesland in the Netherlands.
This joint product is available in a presentation case and is limited to 500 sets.
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100th Anniversary End of World
War I - Philatelic numismatic cover

Type

2018

On 11 November 2018, MaltaPost, in collaboration with the Central Bank of Malta, issued a philatelic numismatic cover consisting of a brass
coin and a postage stamp to mark the centenary of the Armistice which brought the First World War to an end. On 11 November 1918, the
allies and Germany signed an armistice which brought an end to the First World War. The war claimed the lives of more than 16 million
persons and had a profound impact on the course of world history.
The brass coins which were designed by Noel Galea Bason were struck in circulation quality at the Royal Belgian Mint. The coin reverse
features a nurse administering medication to a wounded soldier. This recalls the major humanitarian role played by Malta, called the 'Nurse
of the Mediterranean', during the First World War. The figure of a soldier and a poppy are evocative symbols of remembrance and pay tribute
to the many servicemen, including some 600 Maltese, who fell during the conflict. During the war, Malta had 27 hospitals and convalescent
camps and more than 130,000 casualties were treated in Malta. The obverse shows the emblem of Malta.
The postage stamp depicts the hospital ship 'Rewa' in the Grand Harbour. This ship was sunk by a German submarine on 4 January 1918,
while on transit from Malta to Britain. The coin and the stamp are presented together in a purposely designed postal cover which bear a
special cancellation of the first day of issue. This product is limited to 2,500 covers.
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